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FINE CONVERGENCE IN FREE GROUPS 
ROMAN FRIC, Kosice and FABIO ZANOLIN, Trieste 
(Received February 4, 1985) 
Dedicated to Professor Josef Novak on the occasion of his 80th birthday. 
Free topological groups have been investigated for over four decades (see [HR]). 
The study of sequential convergence in free * commutative groups was initiated by 
F. Zanolin in [Z^] (see also [Z2], [Z3]). The noncommutative sequential case v̂ as 
first considered by J. Novak in [N2]. He investigated the so-called pointed free 
group, i.e., given an infinite set 7equipped with a convergence of sequences, a point 
pe Yis singled out and the free group G over У\ {p} is equipped with a compatible 
convergence of sequences subjected to the following restriction: if a sequence of 
points of 7 \ {p} converges to a point x in 7, then the sequence converges in G to x 
provided x ф p and to the neutral element e of G provided x = p (elements of 
7 \ {]?} are considered as one-letter words in G). In fact, he considered the case when p 
is the only nonisolated point of 7. 
In the present paper we consider all four types of free groups: commutative, non-
commutative, pointed commutative and pointed noncommutative. For each type 
we construct the finest of all compatible convergences of sequences extending the 
original convergence for the alphabet set. The idea of the construction is used in 
[FZi] and [FZ2]. The general theory of free sequential convergence groups is outlined 
in [FZ3]. 
In sequential convergence group terminology we generally follow [N^]. Con­
cerning sequences of points, however, the following notation serves better our pur­
pose. Let Z be a set. Sequences of points of Z (i.e. mappings of/V into X) will usually 
be denoted by capital letters S, T, U. Letter ^ denotes the set of all increasing 
mappings of /V into N.If S eX^ and 0 e 5^, then Soé denotes the subsequence of S 
the n-th term of which is the point S{<}{n)) eX. If Z is a group and S, TeX^, then 
{ST){n) = S{n) T{n) and S'^n) = 5(n)"^ for all neN (in the additive notation, 
{S + T){n) = S(n) + T{n) and {-T){n) = ~T{n)). 
Recall that a sequential convergence group is a group G equipped with a sequential 
convergence ^ cz G^ x G satisfying the axioms (Lo)-uniqueness of sequential 
limits, (LjL)-constant sequences converge, (L2)-subsequences of convergent sequences 
converge, (L3)-Urysohn condition, (S'*G)-compatibility of the sequential convergence 
and the group operation (i.e., if (S, x), (T, j ) G «5, then {ST~^, xy"^) e^). It is 
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well-known (cf. [Ni]) that, in order to equip a group G with a compatible sequential 
convergence, it suffices to start with (5 c: G^ x G satisfying axioms (LQ), ( L ^ ) , (L2) 
and 
(SG) if {S, x), (Г, j ) G (S>, then for some 0 e 6^ we have 
Then the Urysohn modification ®* of (5 (i.e. (S, x) e ®* whenever for each <) e 6^ 
there exists / e c^ such that (<S о ^ о / , JC) e ©) is a sequential convergence for G 
satisfying all five axioms for sequential convergence groups. Further, it is known 
(cf. [ Z j ) that in the definition of a sequential convergence group axiom (LQ) can be 
replaced by the following weaker one: 
(Loo) if (S, x) e (Ö and S(n) = e for all ne N, then x = e . 
1. THE COMMUTATIVE CASE 
Consider an infinite set Y equipped with a sequential convergence 2 a Y^ x Y 
satisfying axioms (LQ), (L-^), (L2) and (L3). Choose a point peY. Let G be the free 
commutative group over X = 7 \ { p } . Recall that G can be represented as the set 
of all mappings g of X into the group Z of integers such that g{y) = 0 for all but 
finitely many y e X, the group operation of G being the usual pointwise addition. 
к 
It is more convenient to represent each element ^̂  of G as ^ Я.у,-, where ÀIE Z\ {0}, 
j ; ^ e Â , and yt Ф yj for i Ф j . For /c > 0 such linear combinations will be called 
canonical. For /c = 0, we get the neutral element e of G. A fundamental role in our 
к 
construction will be played by sequences in G^ of the form ^ ÀiSi, where к > 0, 
1=1 
А , . е / \ { 0 } , SiEX^, and Si{n) Ф Sj{n) for all neN whenever i Ф j . Such linear 
combinations will also be called canonical. We are going to equip G with a sequential 
convergence such that G becomes a pointed free group and the convergence is the 
finest possible. If p is an isolated point of Y (i.e. no one-to-one sequence converges 
to p in 7), then our construction yields the usual free convergence group (cf. (FZ2], 
[FZ3]). 
First, define (SI c= G^ x G as follows: 
(PCC) (S,g)e& if either 
(PCCi) S is the constant sequence generated by the neutral element e (i.e. S{n) = e 
for ail neN) and g = e; 
or 
(PCC2) S is a canonical linear combination of £-convergent sequences Sf e X^, 
i = 1 , . . . , /c, and g is the reduction of the corresponding linear combination 
к 
of their pointed £-limits (i.e. (Si, x^) e &, and S == J] ^t^u where X^e I \ {0} 
i = l 
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and Sin) Ф Sj{n) for all n e N whenever / Ф j , and (with the same 1^ as 
к 
above) g = Y. "^ty^ where У1 = e for x̂  = p and yi = x^ otherwise). 
i = i 
Note that if {S, g)e^ by (PCC2), then the canonical linear combination S = 
к 
= Y, ^i^i î ^ (PCC2) is not unique. E.g., if (T, x) e £ and Tis a one-to-one sequence, 
1=1 
define a sequence S as follows: S(n) = T{ln - 1) + T{2n), By (PCC2) we have 
{S, 2x) e (S>. but the sequences S^ and ^2 can be chosen in infinitely many ways. 
For each pair of mappings 0^, 02^ ^ such that {< î(n), ^2(^)} " {2?t — 1, In] for all 
ne N it suffices to put Si = To Oi, i = 1, 2, and S = S^ -{- S2. Nevertheless, the 
next lemma shows that this type of diff*erence is the only possible. 
k I 
Lemma. Let S = Y^^iSi and R = Yj l^t^t be two canonical linear combinations 
i = l i=\ 
of sequences in X. If S(n) = R[n) [in G)for all n e /V, then к = / and there is a per­
mutation a of the set (1, ..., k} such that for each i e {1, ..., k] we have 
(1) ^i = ßaiDl 
(2) Si(n) = Кфу{п) for infinitely many ne N. 
Proof. Since S(l) = l iS i ( l ) + ... + A Ä ( 1 ) and R{1) = pixRi{l) + ... + fiiRi{l) 
are canonical linear combinations and S(l) = R{1), necessarily к = I and there is 
a permutation 6 of {1, ..., /c} such that Ài = 1Лщ>^ for all ie {1, ..., k]. 
For a fixed neN, consider ordered /c-tuples {^i Sx{n), ..., Ij, 3^{п)) and 
(fi^ Ri{n), ..., jik ̂ fc(^))- We are looking for a permutation 0 of {1, ..., /c} such that 
(Ai Si(n), ..., 4 Sj,{n)) = (//^ц) î a(i)(wX •••' Ык) ^а(кМ) for infinitely many neN. 
к к 
Even though ^ '̂ f -̂ Ĉ̂ ) = Z i"KO ^KoC'̂ ) ^^^ ^̂  = /̂ ь(0 f^r all / e {1, ..., /c}, for 
i = l 1=1 
Я. = Aj., i Ф J, it can happen that Rb(i){n) = '^jl'^) and Rb{j){n) = Si{n). Denote 
by c„ the permutation of { 1 , . . . , k} such that (Я^ 'S'i(n), ..., 4 '^Ä('^)) = 
= (i"&(i)^c„(b(i))(w). •••.>b(/c)^c„(6(it))(# ^^^^^ f^cnibii)) = f^bii) = ^i and there is 
a permutation с such that с = c„ for infinitely many ne N,it suffices to put a = с о b. 
This completes the proof. 
Second, let ®* be the Urysohn modification of (5. 
Theorem 1. (The commutative case.) G equipped with (S* /5 a sequential conver­
gence group. 
Proof. Axioms (Loo), (L^) and (L2) follow immediately from (PCC) (note that 
axiom (Lo) follows from Lemma). It remains to prove axiom (SG). Suppose that 
{S, g), (T,/i)e(S>. If any of the two sequences converges according to (PCC^), 
axiom (SG) is trivially satisfied. So, suppose that ©-lim S(n) = g and ®-Mm T(n) = h 
k 
according to (PCC2). Then S and Г are canonical linear combinations J] ÀiSi and 
I i = i 
Y fijTj of ^-convergent sequences S^ e X^ (i = 1 , . . . , fc) and Tj e X^ {j = 1, ..., /), 
i = i 
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respectively, and g and h are the corresponding linear combinations of their pointed 
fi-hmits. We are looking for a mapping -a e 6^ such that the sequence (S — Г) о j 
is a canonical linear combination of ^-convergent sequences in X and g — li is the 
corresponding linear combination of their pointed ^-limits. Clearly it suffices to 
show that there is a mapping 0 e 6^ such that for each pair (i, /) of indexes 
i e { l , . . . Д } and j e { l , . . . , /} we have either Sfo -0 = Tj о и or (S, о d) (n) Ф 
Ф {Tj о d) (n) for all n G A/. But this can be easily achieved. The mapping о is a super­
position of к. I elements of ^ constructed as follows. Consider the sequences S^ 
and Ti. Either for some -г E 6^ we have (S^ о )̂ (n) ф (T^ о 'Î̂ ) (n) for all w e A/ and 
then put di = ^̂5 or there is a natural number m such that we have ^^(n) = Ti(n) 
for edln > m and then define ^̂  e 5^ by <^i{n) = n + m. Now consider the sequences 
^2 о dl and Ti о d .̂ Similarly as in the preceding step, there is a mapping 'J2 ^ ^ 
such that either the sequences S2 о ^̂-̂  о ^2 ^nd T̂  о ^̂^ о ̂ 2 ^^^ identical or (^2 о <;i о 
о ̂ 2) {^) + C î ° ^1 ° ^2) ('̂ ) for all n G /V. This way we proceed up to the sequences 
Sj^o di о.,. о dk ^^^ Ti о <j^ о ... о oi^. Further, for / e { 1 , . . . , /c} and j e ( l , . . . , /— 1} 
we consider the sequences Sio <)i о... о <)k.j+i-1 ^^^ Tjo o^ о... о <:̂̂^ 4̂. ,„ ^ and choose 
a mapping <Jk.j+i ^ -^ such that either the sequences S^ о Ö^ о... о ̂ .̂у+ ^ and Т,- о 
oö^o... о -ö^^^^i are identical or (S,- о ^1 о. . . о ^^j+^) (п) ф (Tj о <:?! о. . . о ^̂ .̂  + i) (n) 
for all n G N. Finally, put 0 — Ö^O ... о ö^^i. After collecting X^S^ о <j) and / i / î } о <:?) 
whenever Sio d = Tj о j , we get (-S — T) о <; as a canonical linear combination of 
^-convergent sequences in Y and g — h as the corresponding hnear combination of 
their pointed £-Hmits. This completes the proof. 
Let us identify the neutral element e of G and the point p e Y. Then У can be con­
sidered as a subset X u {e} of G. 
Theorem 2. (The commutative case.) Ш* restricted to Y coincides with £ and Ш* 
is the finest of all sequential group convergences for G the restriction of which 
to Y coincides with 2. If p is an isolated point of У, then X is sequentially closed 
in G. 
Proof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of (PCC). 
2. THE NONCOMMUTATIVE CASE 
Let Y be an infinite set equipped with a sequential convergence 2 c: 7^ x У 
satisfying axioms (LQ), ( L ^ ) , (L2) and (L3). Choose a point pe Y. Let G be the free 
group over X = Y\ [p]. Recall that if x G G, then x is either the empty word e, or 
X = xl^ ... xf, where for i = 1, ...,k we have X ^ G Z , ejG{ —1, 1}, and Si = e^+i 
whenever x̂  = Xi+ii such words are said to be reduced. Denote by (т{у1, ..., Уи) the 
product of elements 3;̂  G G, i = 1, ..., /c. We are going to equip G with a a sequential 
convergence such that G becomes a pointed free group and the convergence is as 
fine as possible. Again, if p is an isolated point of У, then our construction yields 
the usual free convergence group over X (cf. [FZ2], [FZ3]). 
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Define © с: G^ X G as follows: 
(PC) {S,g)em if either 
(PCj) 5 is the constant sequence generated by the empty word e and g = e; or 
(PC2) S is a reduced product of ^-convergent sequences S^eX^, i = 1, . . . , fc, 
and g is the corresponding product of their pointed fi-limit symbols (i.e. 
(Si, Xi) e 2, Si e { - 1 , 1}, / = 1, . . . , k, S{n) = S\'{n).., iS^̂ (n) .is a reduced 
word for all ne/V, and g = (т(у\\ ...,yl^) with ŷ  = Xi for x̂  ф p and 
y. = e for x̂  = p). 
Let C5* be the Urysohn modification of ^ . 
Theorem 3. (The noncommutative case.) G equipped with ^ * is a sequential 
convergence group. 
Proof. It suffices to show (cf. [ N j ) that (^ satisfies axioms (LQ), ( L ^ ) , (L2) and 
(SG). In the noncommutative case all three axioms (LQ), (L^) and (L2) follow 
directly from (PC). It remains to prove (SG). Suppose that (S, g), (T, h) e Ш. 
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1, we consider only condition (PC2). Let S 
and Г be reduced products S\^ -•• Sl^ and Tf ̂ . •. Т/' of £-convergent sequences SieX^ 
(/' = 1, ..., /v) and TIGX^ [i = 1, ..., I), respectively, and let g and h be the cor-
responding products of their pointed £-hmits. 
Clearly, ( T ~ \ h~^) e ® according to (PC2). Hence it suffices to show that there 
is a mapping d G У such that the sequence (ST) о ^ is a reduced product of £-con-
vergent sequences in X and a[g, h) is the corresponding product of their pointed 
S-Hmits. Consider the sequences Sl^ and T^\ If there is a mapping ^e 6^ such that 
{Sl^ o^b){n) =^ {(T^\/i){n))~^ for all neN, it suffices to put 0 = ^. Otherwise 
there is a natural number m^ such that Sl\n) = (rf^(n))"^ for all n > m^ and hence 
[2-\im Sj,{n)y^ = (2-lim Ti{n))~^\ In this case consider sequences Sj.^-^ and T2. 
Proceeding in this way, in j steps, 0 ^ j g min (fe, I), we get a mapping 0 e S^ 
such that S oé = S\' о 0 ,.. S^j о ОТ-{\' О <;... T / ' О d is a reduced product and, 
putting yi = ü-lim Si{n) provided p Ф £-hm Si{n) and yt = e otherwise, or ẑ  = 
= :Ö-lim Ti{n) provided p ф £-lim Т'̂ (п) and ẑ  = e otherwise, by the associativity of 
the operation a we get a[g, h) = aiy"^,..., yl'^sj, z^/^l, ..., zf'). For j = k=l {ST) о 6 
is the constant sequence generated by the empty word. This completes the proof. 
Let us identify the neutral element e of G and the point p of 7. Then 7 can be 
considered as a subset X u {e} of G. 
Theorem 4. (The noncommutative case.) (S>* restricted to 7 coincides with & 
and (S* is the finest of all sequential group convergences for G the restriction of 
which to Y coincides with 2. If p is an isolated point of 7, then X is sequentially 
closed in G. 
Proof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of (PC). 
P. Kratochvil pointed out in [K] that a free group G (over X = Y\ {p]) equipped 
with the sequential group convergence introduced in [N2], denote it by SR* (this 
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convergence is actually denoted by fi* in [N2] and [K]), fails to have the properties 
of a free object (recall that Ш1* is constructed only in case when, in our notation, 
p is the only nonisolated point of Fand p is identified with e e G), Namely, for each 
space Y with the only nonisolated point p he constructed a continuous mapping / 
of r in to the group R of real numbers such t h a t / cannot be extended to a continuous 
homomorphism of G equipped with SW* into R. We present a general construction 
shedding more hght on the nature of Ш*. The following statement describes the rela­
tionship between Ш1* and (5* and yields another general construction showing 
that Ш^ fails to be the free convergence. 
Theorem 5. Let Y be an infinite set equipped with a sequential convergence 2 
satisfying axioms (Lo), (L^), (L2) and (L3). Let p eY be the only nonisolated point 
ofY. Then (Si* is strictly finer than Ш1*. 
Proof. Let -S be a one-to-one sequence in У such that (S, p) e £. Define a sequence 
ТЕ G^ as follows: for neN put T{n) = S{2' - 1 ) . . . S(2''+^ - 2). From the de­
finitions of 9W* and ^ * we get {T, e)e Ш^ \ Ш*. (In fact, observe that the length 
of the word T(n) tends to infinity) 
Example . L e t / be the canonical mapping of 7equipped with £ into G equipped 
with ©*, i.e. f(p) = e and f(x) =• x for x e Z == 7\{]?}. Then, by Theorem 4, 
/ is a continuous mapping. The identity mapping of G is the only extension of / 
to a homomorphism of G into itself. Since it follows from Theorem 5 that the identity 
mapping of G equipped with Ш1* into G equipped with (S* is not continuous, / cannot 
be extended to a continuous homomorphism of G equipped with Ш1* into G equipped 
with Ш*. 
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